And we all, with unveiled faces reflecting the glory
of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image
from one degree of glory to another, which is from the Lord,
who is the Spirit. 2 Cor 3:18 NET
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Dear Ones,
This year the Chambers’ devotional (My Utmost for His Highest) has been our daily companion
during our shared Bible reading and quiet time with the Lord each morning. Its Hungarian
translation was one of the devotionals that we benefited from while we were young believers
growing up in Hungary. Reading it in English and considering its rich application of God’s Word
for our everyday life and ministry has been helpful. When I look up the text in the Hungarian
translation, often I find that the original message was not rendered well, thus its key points do
not come through clearly.
Over the years, I’ve translated a lot of text from English to Hungarian and vice versa. Indeed, it
takes much effort to translate a text so well that the reader would not even notice it came from
another language. TWR adapts and broadcasts the daily teachings of the Thru the Bible ministry
in many languages. It has been the favorite program for many listeners because it is a systematic
Bible study that can be easily grasped. Please pray with us for those who translate the scripts
and voice it for each language, that they may do a good job, and God may use the messages in the
lives of many listeners for His glory.
Recently we met a couple in our church visiting from Central California. What we learned from
them was encouraging for us. A few weeks earlier, they came back from a ten-day mission trip in
Moldova. There they worked together with two local Christians in a small village. One of those
men, Ivan, became a believer by listening to TWR’s Bible teaching programs in Russian and
reading the Bible he had inherited. Soon after his conversion, he led another man to the Lord,
and now they work together to plant a church in their village where there are no other Christians.
By God’s wonderful guidance, this couple from Central California joined them in that effort. Let’s
pray for them!
In Moldova, TWR uses two powerful AM transmitters to broadcast Biblical messages to the
people groups of Central and Eastern Europe. The following excerpt came from a lady listening
to the Hungarian programs beamed from that site: Every day, I can't wait for the alarm to sound
indicating the start of your broadcast. I am very grateful for the testimonies and the teaching of
God’s Word. Then my little room becomes a house of worship.
We bless the Lord for you all ‘holding the rope’ for our missionary service at TWR through your
prayers and financial contributions. Thank you for your faithfulness.
In Him,
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